Invitation to the Trade Finance Conference Prague 2019

- Date: 30/9/ - 1/10 / 2019
- NEW Venue: Grandior hotel Prague, Na Poříčí 42, 110 00 Praha 1

Two days International Workshops on Trade Finance operations with special focus on Documentary Credits, Bank Guarantees and other Trade Finance services.

Best Practices in Practice.

This Seminar is a must for:

- bankers working in trade finance, particularly in documentary credits, collections, bank guarantees and export financing departments;
- front office bank specialists, relationship managers;
- specialists in trade finance, bank risk managers, internal auditors;
- exporters, importers and traders;
- carriers, freight forwarders, insurance companies;
- lawyers, advocates, academics;

Practical workshop on international best practices in Documentary Credits, explaining current developments and issues related to interpretation of UCP 600 and revised ISBP 745E – the ICC rules for Documentary Credits.

Workshop will also focus on new developments in international Bank Guarantees with particular emphasize on implementation of URDG 758 – ICC Rules for demand guarantees. Significant time will be devoted to operational issues, practical case studies, examples and open discussions on the topics covered.

This year, particular emphasis would be laid on the law and practices in Bangladesh and China!

Many other topics would be also covered, such as information about new development in the digitalization of trade finance, corresponding revisions of ICC rules, Incoterms 2020 revision, etc.

Lunch, coffee breaks and coctail will be provided during the Conference.

Seminar Language – English with no translation!

Organizer – ICC CR – reserves the right to adjust the program, if needed.

The Trade Finance Conference is approved by The London Institute of Banking & Finance for granting the PDUs.

Participants of the Conference may earn 10 PDUs, or 5 PDUs for one day, separately.
Programme of the Workshop, 30 September 2019 – the First Day (Monday)

Documentary Credits – update

Documentary Credits in Bangladesh – insights into the local practice

Financing under Documentary Credits: practice in China

Documentary Credits in Practice – experience from Bangladesh

Documentary Credits – Examination of documents as per UCP 600 and ISBP 745

Digitalization of Trade Finance – Focus on current developments including DLT and Blockchain technology – views of experienced specialists

Programme of the Workshop, 1 October 2019 – the Second Day (Tuesday)

Demand Guarantees – update

Bank Guarantees, ICC Rules for Demand Guarantees – URDG 758

Demand Guarantees in China – the law and its interpretation

Guarantees in Bangladesh – practical experience

Demand Guarantees – significant court decisions in China

Demand Guarantees – various issues

Speakers:
Pavel Andrle, Zhu Hongsheng, Nesarul Hoque, Radek Dobáš

Price: 12.900,- Kč incl. 21% VAT per person / 520 € incl. 21% VAT per person

Standard discounts applicable for members off the ICC Czech Republic. Registration for the event is binding, no refund.

More information, sign up are available here or www.icc-cr.cz